CS4526, CS6526 Wireless Security Consent Form

I understand that CS4526-CS6526, Wireless Security, taught at California State University, East Bay by Assoc. Prof. Dr. Levent Ertaul is a class about general Wireless Network Security Issues and Hacking techniques. I further understand that security tools and techniques discussed and used in this course are for educational purposes only. Finally, I understand that I am agreeing that I will NOT use any of the tools or techniques taught in this class in an unethical manner and understand that Dr. Levent Ertaul and California State University, East Bay do not condone any unethical use and that any such use is a valid reason for dropping me from the class. Also, under no circumstances will Dr. Levent Ertaul or California State University, East Bay support, defend, or endorse any unethical use of these tools and techniques and will not support me should I commit unethical use with these tools or techniques. It is understood that agreeing to these terms is a condition for taking CS4526-CS6526 and my signature below signifies my agreement to abide by these terms and the ethical use standards as stated by (ISC)² and found at: http://www.isc2.org/ethics/default.aspx?terms=ethical+use

Name (Print): ____________________________________________________________

Signed: __________________________________________________________________

Date: ______________

Signed: __________________________________________________________________

California State University, East Bay, Dr. L. Ertaul

Date: ______________